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MOD LIVING COLORS – Urban Finesse

Colours speak a thousand works and convey an expression for
the concept marked out to be. Colours in a room can soothe,
can excite and works for the psychological well being of the
occupants. If you have an apartment to furnish, you would want
it elegant, beautiful and timeless I style. TDC & Associates has
apply delightful colour palettes for different rooms, ensuring
that the ambience is compatible with the functional aspects of
each room.

For the living room, the objective is to create an
acceptable “public” space for easy living. The
colors are kept light and pleasant, keeping them to
Ivory and pale tawny colours with accentuating
black and chocolate splashes here and there. Space
is demarcated with a specially designed screen.
Hale wood half glass to relieve opaque
obstructively for the eyes. The generous cream
seater is placed against the screen creating a cosy
feel to the set up. Cushion of different plush
materials and a black drapery add a dignified
ambience to the living room. The living room
highlights a low plain console with a streamline
plasma TV on a bare wall. The wall though left
plain is flanked left by a green wall art feature,
creating a visual linkage to the dining area.

The master bedroom takes a different one. The effect is soft and romantic, boasting of a comfy and relax
ambience. Walls are treated in a royal plum colour as a bed snugly fits into the area. Colors are deliciously
beautiful, drawing you a relax and unwind in its soothing ambience.

Special mood is created vividly for each room. The living room is elegant
in ivory and gold. The maser bedroom is romantic in plum and creams.
The daughter’s room is delightfully pleasing in rose tinted tones. The boys
room is masculine fuss free blue. Colors has done so much to make a vital
difference here.

